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Introduction To Presentation

Objective:
To provide a framework for understanding 
how to use the law to assist older adult clients 
who have experienced abuse or are at risk of 
experiencing abuse.
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Outline

1) Elder Abuse and the Law

2) Types of Relevant Laws

3) Strategies/ Examples

4) Why Advocacy?

5) Plan of Action
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Elder Abuse and the Law

Criminal Law
Some cases of elder abuse or neglect may constitute a crime. 
For example, where the older adult has been physically 
abused, the crime of physical assault may have occurred.
- If a crime has occurred you can report it to the police.
- Police investigates; Crown prosecutes.
- Standard of proof is high.

Civil Law
Where abuse has occurred and the older adult has been 
physically harmed, or has lost assets because of the abuse, a 
civil suit may be possible.
- However, only if specific criteria are met.
- Standard of proof is not as high as in Criminal cases.
- Cost of hiring a lawyer is often prohibitive.
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Elder Abuse and the Law 

Both those options require accessing the court 
and justice system. There are significant barriers for 
older adults, including costs, evidentiary issues, 
and the fact that many older adults do not want 
to take legal action against family members.

However, civil and criminal law actions are not 
the only avenues for using the law to help your 
older adult clients who are experiencing abuse or 
are at risk. 
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Elder Abuse and the Law 

1. Older adults often experience types of abuse 
or mistreatment where there are administrative, 
or regulatory remedies.

2. Older adults who are experiencing serious 
abuse, may need assistance accessing the 
supports they need to make necessary 
changes to ensure safety. There may be 
barriers to accessing entitlements.

You can use the law to advocate on behalf of 
your clients in either of the above. A lawyer is not 
needed.    
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Types of Relevant Laws

1) Administrative law
- Housing
- Human Rights

2) Regulatory Law
- Example: Standards that Regulate Care 
Facilities

3) Social Benefits
- Statute, Regulations, Policies
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Strategies and Examples

1) Entitlements to Benefits
- Informal Advocacy
- Example: ”3 Week Wait”

2) Regulatory Issues: Standards Not Adhered to
- Informal Advocacy
- Complaint to Licensing Body/ Ombudsmen

3) Administrative Law
- Formal Complaint to Tribunal
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Why Advocacy?
Examples of Reasons Why This is Effective: 

1. Through advocacy you can help clients 
access supports and services necessary to 
reduce risk of abuse. 

2. Through advocacy you can help clients 
take action when they may not feel 
confident to pursue remedies/ 
entitlements on their own.
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Risk Factors For Abuse 

 Shared living situation is a risk factor (other than for 
financial abuse). 

 Social isolation is a risk factor (particularly if the abuse is 
domestic violence).

 Dementia has also been identified in several studies as a 
risk factor for abuse (although the connection is unclear).

 Perpetrators commonly have certain pathological 
characteristics. 

 Perpetrators also are often more heavily dependent on 
the person they are mistreating.  

Lachs & Pillmer, 2005. 
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Risk Factors - Illustration

Mary’s Story
 75 years old, rural community

 Long-time domestic abuse and violence – physical, 
sexual, gas-lighting

 Son takes advantage – POA – abuse

 MS, but no cognitive impairments

 Little control, little safety

 Highly vulnerable, but capable
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Risk Factors - Illustration
Indira’s Story
 80 years old, urban setting, excellent residential care 

home

 Friends and family – listen to her values, wishes, lifestyle

 Comfortable assets, held safely

 Has mild – moderate dementia

 Low capability, low vulnerability
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Ageism

14
14

 Study done by the International Federation of 
Aging. 

 Article in the Vancouver Sun 2012 reporting on the 
study

Social Context

Study done by the International Federation of Aging. 
Article in the Vancouver Sun 2012 reporting on the study



Ageism

Revera/ International Federation on Aging Study 

 Ageism is the most tolerated form of social prejudice.  

 Six-in-ten (63%) seniors 66 years of age and older say they 
have been treated unfairly or differently because of their 
age 

 Eight-in-ten (79%) Canadians agree that seniors 75 and 
older are seen as less important and are more often 
ignored than younger generations in society  

 One-in-five (21%) Canadians say older Canadians are a 
burden on society
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Plan of Action
First: Consider the Following

 What does your client want?

 Is there a statute, regulation, or policy that applies?

 Who is the decision-maker?

Second: Take Action

 Start with informal negotiation / complaint first(easier).

 If not successful then proceed to a formal complaint 
process. 
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Speaker Contact Information

Joan Braun
Lawyer & Mediator
(c) 604-780-4870

jbraun@vistalawgroup.ca

For information about Joan’s publications and her PhD dissertation on 
elder abuse and the law, see http://joanbraun.ca/academic-work/
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